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June 26, 20 I7

JeffFusile, President
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Georgia
3350 Peachtree Road, N.E.
tlanta, GA 30326
Dear Mr. Fusile:
I write regarding your letter dated June 26, 2017 in which. among other things, you
affirmed that Blue Cross Blue Shield of Georgia ("BCBSGa") will offcr at least one silver level
plan in every county in which it is the only insurer as of January I, 20 I S. Additionally. as you
outlined, BCBSGa is able to withdraw certain l1lings by September 27.2017.
As you know, over the past several weeks, the Department and I3CBSGa held multiple
discussions in the hope that we could find a way to prevent BCBSGa from executing a market
withdrawal from the individual market in Georgia. Such a \vithdrawal would have deprived
thousands of Georgians of any opportunity to obtain meaningful
health insurance in the
individual market.
While not an ideal solution, I agree with your letter dated June 26, 2017. I am pleased
that BCBSGa's proposal will avoid the situation playing out in many other states where, in the
upcoming year, countless citizens will find themselves without a single insurance provider.
In the coming months, my office will continue working to protect Georgia consumers
ensure they have as many coverage options as possible next year.
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June 26, 2017

The Honorable Ralph T. Hudgens
Insurance and Safety Fire Commissioner
Two Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive
West Tower, Suite 7M
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Dear Commissioner Hudgens:
As you know from our recent discussions, Anthem is carefully weighing its options for individual market
participation in 2018. As a company that has been committed to the Individual market in Georgia for over
75 years, long-before the passage of the Affordable Care Act and the emergence of the Federally Facilitated
marketplace here, we very much hope to continue serving a full spectrum of individual policyholders in 2018
across all Georgia counties. Unfortunately, continued regulatory uncertainty at the Federal level and the
current state of instability in the individual market have necessitated that we consider discontinuance of
certain of our current offerings.
In order to inform our decision about the Federal Marketplace and Individual Market participation
in 2018, we require confirmation of a few important matters. If we do not have that confirmation by
COB Monday June 26th, we will need to proceed with providing the required 180-day notice to aU of
our approximately 300,000 members on the Georgia exchange that we will not be offering any
individual products in 2018 and that they must seek other options in the market.
As we discussed, the specific assurances we seek are:
1. Treatment of our potential changes in individual market offerings as product discontinuances, not
an individual market withdrawal.
Section 2703 of the Public Health Service Act, 454 CFR ~ 147.106 (non-grandfathered renewability
requirements and exceptions) and 45 CFR ~ 148.122 (non-grandfathered and grandfathered renewability
requirements and exceptions) provide for the federal method of discontinuing particular product(s).
Specifically, it requires 90 calendar days' notice to members before the date the coverage will be
discontinued. Under GA Law, this is covered under Georgia Statute 33-29-21; Renewal or Continuation at
Option of Insured whereby a carrier wishing to discontinue a particular type of health coverage in the
individual or group market must provide 90-days notices of such discontinuance.
It is our interpretation that any potential non-participation after plan year 2017 in the individual health
insurance market is a product discontinuance and not a market withdrawal for purposes of 45 CFR ~
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147.l06(d)(2) and/or 45 CFR ~ 148.l22(e)(l). We arrive at this conclusion, after agreeing with the
Department to remain participating, with at least one silver level product, in counties where we are the only
individual insurer both ON and OFF the individual exchange as of 1/1/2018. We understand that list includes
54 counties as of today, and further understand that it will likely change for dates effective 1/1/2018.
Can the department please continn in writing that this interpretation is correct?
2. Our ability to withdraw our fonn and rate tilings by 9/27/17, if necessary.
Consistent with past practices, we plan to refile rates within the specified time frame for these products, but
we respectfully reserve the right to withdraw certain filings if the federal government has not provided any
more certainty by then or if conditions in Georgia's individual market warrant it. In return for our agreement
above, to provide coverage in any county where we are the only individual option as of 1/1/2018, we would
also require the ability to mitigate our risk by being allowed to reduce our plan offerings from any county
where we are not the only indi vidual insurer in that county.
Can the department please continn in writing that this right to mitigate would remain available to
exercise if necessary?
Please let us know if you agree with our legal interpretation that this potential discontinuance of individual
products in Georgia for 2018 would be a product discontinuance and not an individual market withdrawal,
and that _ if necessary - we can mitigate our exposure by reducing participation from markets, where we are
not the only individual insurance offering.
Thank you for your time and attention to these important matters.

lie

President, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Georgia
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